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A P R I M R O S E S C H O O L S E D I TI O N

PRINCIPAL’S DESK

Dear Parents,
“Education is not preparation of life; education is life itself.” John Dewey.
Education begins at birth and continues through life. We are providing hands to
our children so they continue learning and developing towards becoming healthy
individuals. The students must be equipped with the skills required to face the
challenges of future. They can do it easily if we can make the surrounding
stimulating and purposeful.
I am very much happy to share the colourful events of this month. October is an
exuberant Month with lot of activities and enjoyments. There’s no doubt that the
Primrose always strives to provide the best to the students, having the board
exams round the corner, we felt the urge to strengthen the concentration of the
children without much stress. A professional sound therapist came up with
strategies to help our children reduce the stress and learn the art of
concentration.
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We always believe in creating leaders, a leader should be someone who not only
shows the way but also goes the way. Leaders of our school stood together
contributing to the Fit India Movement walking their talk with pride.
As we stroll through the month with a lot more of social and academic activities, we
did make sure to enjoy the light of Diwali. Diwali celebration made our day, the
rhythm, the tunes and stories shared by our little ones were brighter and louder.
Every event at Primrose brings in a great learning experience, the children tasted the
essence of sharing sweets to the needy. It was amazing to see my children spread
their love too.
Primtalent exam has now spread it wings and become Nation-wide. It’s very
important to build a competitive spirit in the children to take up the challenges with
a positive spirit. Primtalent is one such platform provided to our children to
compete with their fellow students with the right spirit. Many students across the
nation participated in the Primtalent English and Science Exam enthusiastically.
“An investment in knowledge is the best interest,” one such investment began on the
auspicious day of Vijayadasami. The ceremony of Vidyarambham (Vidya means
"knowledge", arambham means "beginning') this day is considered auspicious to
begin the process of learning.
Yoga is a popular form of exercise and meditation; it helps our body to relax and
soothe our mind. We at Primrose organised a yoga camp at district level. Students
from all over Tamil Nadu participated in the camp. K.M. Akshitha of class XI
represented our school at the National Level competition and is selected for SGFI.

Technology may take over and give us a life of luxury yet we still are rooted to our
traditional games. Our children thoroughly enjoyed the trip to “Gramathil oru naal”.
Bullock cart, games like Skid tree, pot breaking, Hopscotch, wet field, Pot making,
will remain in their minds forever.
Marching forward with a confidence to reach great heights.
Regards
Principal
Primrose Schools.
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“Where words leave off, music begins….”

ART OF CONCENTRATION
Allow things in your life
which makes your heart
sing, feed your soul or
nourish you on a daily
basis, children of classes
X and XII listening to the
rhythm of their heart.

Music therapy,
helps the children of
classes X and XII to
reduce the stress
and improve their
concentration.
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Let’s take oath!
CLEAN INDIA MOVEMENT

” Sanitation and hygiene starts with you and me”
The teachers and Students of primrose joined their hands for a
cause. The ECR witnessed a human chain formed by the primrosians
for plogging the plastic waste at the injambakkam beach….
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“One step to cleaner and fitter India”

FIT INDIA MOVEMENT

” Being fit is not a destination, it is a way of life.”
The teachers and Students of primrose once again joined their hands, and
this time It’s “FIT INDIA MOVEMENT”. They emphasized that “FIT INDIA” is
a tool for people to live a fitter, happier and a healthier life…..
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It’s lights, lamps and our little ones…..

DIWALI CELEBRATIONS - KG

Our little ones sparkled like
lights and lamps, as Diwali
was in the air in October.

We, not only shared sweets
and savouries but we shared a
lot of laughter , joy and
happiness..
We tasted Diwali with a buffet
of dance, songs, plays and it
went on and on………..
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“This Diwali filled our school with the light
of joy and happiness”

DIWALI CELEBRATIONS
– PRIMARY & MIDDLE SCHOOL
Connecting with the Divine
through a sincere prayer on a
pleasant occasion to receive
the blessings.

Diwali celebrations changed our
primary wing to a garden with
colourful flowers all around. A
mesmerizing dance performance
by the children of class II.

The rhythm of the anklets and the
grooves of the little ones lit the
lights of our heart and soul, fulfilling
our Diwali.
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DIWALI CELEBRATIONS – HIGH SCHOOL

Our high school children sparkled like crackers in the celebrations
of Diwali…..
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“Age is not how old you are”
OLD AGE HOME VISIT
“ Old age is just a record of one’s whole life ”
Palavakkam, Vishranthi
Our class X children
experienced one of the most
loving moment which they
would cherish for rest of
their lives.

Primrose inculcates the true spirit of value based learning, by giving
them a real life experience of love, sharing, helping and so on. They
were taken to an old age home, where Grandmas showered them with
blessings!
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“We became bigger and better”

PRIMTALENT

An initiative taken by Primrose has never failed to strive success.
This time the primtalent was not only beneficial to the primrosians
but to all the schools across the country… We had more than 1000
participants across the country who became a part of primtalent
and made this event a nation wide success.
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Education is a stepping stone to
success……
VIDHYAARAMBAM
Primrose blends modern thoughts with traditional values…

Vijayadasami is marked as one of the most auspicious day in our
country and so does the Primrose Schools…..

We mark new admissions with the blessings of goddess Saraswati and
Mother. The tiny tots experience a whole new way of admissions on this
day by becoming a part of Primrose Schools in a traditional way…. They
write on sand, rice and grains accompanied by their parents……..
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Yoga is a science of wellbeing
YOGA CAMP
SGFI Yoga Camp, training

Primrose enables the children to witness various aspects of
growth……..

A yoga camp for training was organized by Primrose Schools this
year. Children from various districts became a part of this camp and
were trained for the nationals..
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YOGA NATIONALS

K M Akshitha of class XI of Primrose Schools made us proud as
she got selected for SGFI held at Yoga nationals, Ranchi.
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Field trips are fun and frolic at Primrose Schools

Field Trip
Grammathil Oru Naal – Class VII and VIII

Students of class VII and VIII experienced the essence of being a villager
The children
were exposed to
the culture of
village games.
They were
amazed to
experience the
life of village
children for a
day….
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